Baseline Expectations 2 FAQ

The Baseline Expectations 2 FAQ provides quick tips and answers to help you bring your services to adherence with the requirements in Baseline Expectations 2.

Resources

- Baseline Expectations Wiki
- Baseline Expectations for Trust in Federation v2.0
- Implementation Guidance for Baseline Expectations 2
- Community Consensus Process for interpreting Baseline Expectations
- Community Dispute Resolution Process
- Processes to Maintain Baseline Expectations
- Baseline Expectations 2 FAQ

About Baseline Expectations

The InCommon Baseline Expectations for Trust in Federation are comprised of three brief sets of statements for the parties participating in the InCommon Federation: Identity Provider Operators (IdP), Service Provider Operators (SP), and the Federation Operator. Participants are required to adhere to these statements as a condition of participating in the Federation. Together, these statements:

- provide a baseline for trust
- make collaboration more predictable
- ensure that the InCommon Federation’s strategic value to research and education continues to grow.